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MECHANIZATION AND THE ISOLATED MAN: TWO ELEMENTS OF 

EXISTENTIALISM IN HUXLEY'S NEW WORLDS 

Since the publication of the Copernican theory, there 

has been a tendency in V/estern thought to regard science as 

the ultimate tool in man's search for truth and universal 

knowledge. The impact of the scientific method has been so 

profound that it sometimes seems as though "progress through 

science" will replace classical Christian theology as the 

inviolate hope of mankind. This concept of science as sav

ior does not remain unquestioned in contemporary literature. 

Some authors and philosophers, particularly in the school 

of existentialism, warn that the present emphasis upon tech

nology and the methods of science failfi to account for the 

irrational aspects of life. Aldous Huxley, in Brave New 

World and Ape and Essence, predicts some of the more fright

ening possibilities that may result from man's preoccupation 

with science and the machine. Huxley's future societies are \ 

infected with a profound loss of value brought about by the 

regimented thinking of a mechanical v/orld. 

The belief that man may be enslaved by technology leads 

Huxley to explore a type of thought process that is based on 

emotional and nonrational factors rather than on traditional 

rules of logic. Such pensive speculation suggests a soli

tary and isolated spirit. It is difficult to separate the 



mood of existentialism from the isolated man, fi-̂om the out

sider, and from the irrational man. The purpose of this 

paper is to describe the existential elements of Huxley's 

isolated man, and to relate these elements to the dangers 

of scientific "progress." The best examples of this "prog

ress" are to be found in the conditions of Huxley's future 

societies J let us, then, look briefly at these brave new 

worlds. 

The first view of the future, Brav£ New WorM, is a 

humorous and sometimes frightening prophecy of life and the ^ri 

conditions of society in 632 A, P. (After Ford). Numerous 

scientific "improvements" are obvious at once. The story 

begins as the Director of Hatcheries and Conditioning con

ducts a tour through the Central London Hatchery for a group 

of bright young Alphas. The D, H. C, explains the mechani

cal birth process as the group tours the hatchery. Babies 

are created under very unusual circumstances, "Donations" 

are taken from vj-omen v7ho are not freemartins (sterile), and 

these donations are placed in prepared test tubes. A with

drawal is made from the sperm bank, and hence life begins. 

Children are not born, they are decanted. The word "mother" 

is considered to be horribly vulgar. Progress has outlav/ed 

a sacred institution—>motherhood is dead. 

Prom the moment the embryo is snatched from the test 

tube, he is subjected to a sei'ies of chemical treat'nents 

g^ 



which determine his physical and mental abilities. If he 

is fortunate enough to be an "Alpha," his future is bright. 

Even if he is mentally and physically retarded as are the 

"Deltas" and the "Gammas," he still feels no resentment 

against society. Each child is given several years of psy

chological conditioning. Many of the training sessions are 

similar to Pavlov's classical conditioning techniques and 

B, P. Skinner's experiments with the Skinner Box. An object 

is given to the child and paired with disturbing noises and 

electrical shock. Before very long the child associates his 

fear of the noises and the shock with the object: 

Books and loud noises, flowers 

and electric shocks—already in the 

infant mind these couples were com-

promisingly linked; and after two 

hundred repetitions of the same or a 

similar lesson would be wedded indis-

solubly. What man has joined, nature 

is powerless to put asunder. 

Other training sessions are devoted to making the child happy 

with his social position. The principle of hypnopaedia is 

employed for this purpose. A sleeping child is exposed to 

v;hispered messages such as: 

•̂ Aldous Huxley, Brave New VJorld (New vork, 1962), n. 1^. 
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"Alpha children wear grey. They 

work much harder than we do, because 

they're so frightfully clever. I'm 

really awfully glad I'm a Beta, because 

I don't work so hard. And then we are 

much better than the Gammas and Deltas. 

Gammas are stupid. They all wear green, 

and Delta children wear khaki. Oh no, 
2 

I don't want to play with Delta children." 

Science, by controlling environment, heredity, and nutri

tion, has eliminated individual differences and social un

rest. People are products--like electric knives and white-

wall tires. 

After the Director explains the scientific involvements 

of modern "decanting" to the students, another official talks 

to them about a forbidden subject, history. Before Ford, he 

tells them, there was a thing called God. Then Ford (better 

known as Freud) came along with nev; theories of sex, psy

chology, and machinery. Gradually his ideas were adopted; 

the sign of the cross changed—-the top was cut off—into 

the sign of the "T," the sign of Ford. Such outmoded ideas 

as motherhood, family living, love and monogamy v/ere cast 

aside. One becomes av/are, through Huxley's use o^ satire. 

^IMd_. , p. 18. 



that these new conditions are not desirable ends toward 

which society should strive. Rather, he is shov/ing his 

readers that man's spirit--his creativity and individuality— 

may be lost if we allovf the machine to become the master 

of mankind. 

Another excellent example of "progress through science" 

is found in the savage reservation. An attractive and high

ly "pneumatic" girl named Lenina views the atrocities of 

scienceless life first hand. She is horribly shocked at 

seeing v/hole families living together, children from women 

born, and even pregnant women! Lenina then meets "the Sav

age" who is not typical of the reservation inhabitants, 

John, the Savage, is the son of a Beta-minus v;ho somehovj 

forgot her exercises and contraceptives and became pregnant. 

Bernard, the Alpha-plus v;ho came with Lenina to the reser

vation, is excited by the prospect of talking to a non-con

ditioned human being. Bernard, like the Savage, realizes 

that individuality is important. Because of his opinions 

and behavior, Bernard is regarded as something of an odd

ball by the conditioned society. He is so interested in 

the Savage that he brings John back to England for further 

study. 

John has heard about the v/onderful world outside of 

the reservation from his mother. He has heard about scent 

organs, soma. The Pordean Science Monitor, throw-av:ay clothes. 



music from synthetic plants, decanting, and many more of 

the modern "advancements" of the brave new world. John has 

learned about life from a volume of Shakespeare's works and 

he is eager to get away from the reservation and into the 

civilized v/orld outside. But he finds this world confusing 

and disillusioning. There is no love as there is in Shakes

peare; no one is allowed to be an individual; there is no 

God. 

The people of England find John equally confusing and 

often laughable. One evening Lenina makes advances tov/ard 

John (quite proper in her society). "Hug me till you drug 

me" and "kiss me till I'm in a coma," she murmurs,^ John 

is terrified. He becomes quite angry at her and begins to 

scream. Then he gets a telephone call that informs him 

(without emotion since death means nothing in Huxley's so

ciety) that his mother is dying. All the recent events add

ed to his mother's death force John to rebel against this 

senseless society. He preaches against the evils of soma 

to a group about to get their weekly supply. A riot ensues, 

and John is arrested. He is taken to Mustapha Mond, one of 

the ten World Controllers. 

Perhaps the most important thematic point in Brave New 

WGrld_ is the philosophical debate betv;een John, the Savage, 

^ijd., p. 131. 



and Mustapha Mond. To the Savage's protests, Mond answers 

that people believe in God because they are conditioned to 

believe in God. When people are ill, or old, or in trouble, 

then they look to some force to provide support. In this 

civilization people do not age slowly, they are not ill, and 

above all they are never unhappy. Society is stable. The 

individual has rights only insofar as society has rights: 

"Call it the fault of civilization. God isn't compatible 

with machinery and scientific medicine and universal happi

ness. You must make your choice. Our civilization has cho~ 

sen machinery and medicine and happiness." Science has 

brought Huxley's civilization to a point where unhapoiness 

is illegal. This greatly displeases John. He seeks the 

nobility and sacrifice of Shakespeare's world. Mustapha 

Mond explains: 

"Civilization has absolutely no need of 

nobility or heroism. These things are 

symptoms of political inefficiency. In 

a properly organized society like ours, 

nobody has any opportunities for being 

noble or heroic. Conditions have got to 

be thoroughly unstable before the occa

sion can arise. V/here there are v;ars. 

^Ibid. , p. I6l. 
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where there are divided allegiances, 

where there are temptations to be re

sisted, objects of love to be fought for 

or defended--there, obviously, nobility 

and heroism have some sense. But there 

aren't any wars nowadays. The greatest 

care is taken to prevent you from loving 

any one too much. There's no such thing 

as a divided allegiance; you're so con

ditioned that you can't help doing v/hat 

you ought to do. And what you ought to 

do is on the whole so pleasant, so many 

of the natural impulses are allowed free 

play, that there really aren't any temp-

tations to resist." 

John, however, cannot accept Mond's philosophy; "But I don't 

want comfort. I v;ant God, I want poetry, I want real danger, 

I want freedom, I want goodness. I want sin," The Savage 

cannot, of course, have these things. He decides that he 

must escape from the brave nev; v;orld, and he retreats to a 

deserted lighthouse. There he claims the right to rebel 

against society by beating himself for his sins. Even there. 

^Ibid, , p. 161. 

6 
Ib̂ id. , p. 163. 



though, he is not safe. Some men witness the acts of self-

punishment, and a large crowd gathers to see the latest 

attraction—-a man purposefully beating himself. John real

izes that he can never find peace in this society; one morn

ing he is found hanging with his feet turning (like a Hamlet 

who is but mad directionally) north, north-east. 

Before discussing the existential elements involved in 

Huxley's condemnation of excessive trust in science, we 

should examine another of Mr. Huxley's works. Ape and Es_-

sence clearly predicts the final result of an over-emphasis 

upon science and mechanization. It is a frighteningly be

lievable portrayal of life in America after World War Three. 

Although the novel actually involves a story within a story, 

it is the play Ap̂ e and Essence that concerns us here, for 

this script is the vehicle through which Mr. Huxley voices 

his sardonic prophecy. 

The play begins as a narrator reads brief passages of 

poetry to an audience composed entirely of baboons. Hairy 

hands applaud at appropriate places in the poetic text. The 

camera fixes upon a large ship approaching the mainland of 

Southern California. Through binoculars the members of the 

New Zealand Rediscovery Expedition to North America viev; the 

rubble that vjas once Los Angeles. The camera then moves 

across a no-man's land of shattered buildings and rotten 

corpses and centers upon tv;o groups of baboons. Each group 
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has its own flag, and each group has its own Albert Einstein 

chained to a stake. The Einsteins try to resist, but both 

are finally dragged toward a small box and forced to push 

buttons. An "enormous toadstool" appears; all the baboons 

are killed. The two Einsteins lie side by side under a flov/-

ering apple tree. 

The symbolism of this act and of the Einsteins is fair

ly clear, Huxley does not place the blame upon the scientists 

themselves; the Einsteins try to resist. Instead, it is the 

nature of society, the childlike trust in an im.perfect tech

nique, that drags science tov/ard the small box and forces it 

to push a button. The treatment of science as savior has 

produced, finally, nothing but an "enormous toadstool." 

The scene dissolves back to the scientists of the Ex

pedition who are going ashore to investigate the remains of 

Los Angeles. The year is 2108—more than a century after 

World War Three. New Zealand, spared because it v;as not 

worth the trouble necessary to destroy it, has sent a mis

sion to "rediscover" America from the west. 

V/hile the rest of the party remains together, one man, 

Dr. Alfred Poole, wanders off in search of interesting nlant 

life. He is attacked by three filthy men who carry hir-i off 

to meet "The Chief." From this man, and from a ô irl named 

Loola, Alfred Poole learns a great deal about the Anerlc-̂ .n 

"civilization." In the battle of the Third VJorld War, the 
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the Devil overthrew God, The sign of the cross is now the 

sign of the horns. Woman, the source of deformity in babies, 
•a 

is the vessel of Unholiness, Science is at a standstill. 

Grossly deformed babies (those having more than three pairs 

of nipples or seven toes and fingers) are liquidated in the 

"Purification Ceremony." Sex is cyclic. The effects of 

radiation cause women to go into a kind of "heat" common to 

the lower animal forms. For about five v/eeks out of the 

year women are very aggressive with respect to sex. During 

.the remainder of the year sex is outlav:ed. To reinforce 

this fact, women must wear patches that say "NO" over the 

breasts and other areas of concern. Anyone caught engaging 

in sex play at the v/rong time of the year is branded as a 

"hot" and put to death. 

Dr. Poole begins to adjust to the American Way of Life, 

but he is horribly shocked v;hen he witnesses the Purifica

tion Ceremony. Deformed babies are impaled upon knives 

while a huge crov;d sings, "Glory to Belial, to Belial in 
7 

the Lowest."' The sight is too much for Dr. Poole; he faints 

and is brought to The Unholy of The Unholies. There the 

Arch-Vicar engages him in a philosophical debate that issues 

a powerful warning to the reader. The Arch-Vicar, speaking 
a 

to Dr. Poole, says: 

'Aldous Huxley, Â pe arid Essence (New York, 1962), p. 79. 
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"Take those machines, for example. 

Belial knew perfectly well that, in 

finding a little alleviation from 

toil, flesh would be subordinated 

to iron and mind would be made the 

slave of wheels. He knew that if a 

machine is foolproof, it must also 

be skillproof, talentproof, inspira-

tionproof. Your money back if the 

product should be faulty, and tv/ice 

your money back if you can find in 

it the smallest trace of genius or 

individuality."^ 

Later, the Arch-Vicar adds: 

"From the very beginning of the in

dustrial revolution He foresavj that 

men would be made so over-vjeeningly 

bumptious by the miracles of their 

ovm technology that they would soon 

lose all sense of reality. And that's 

precisely what happened. These v/retch-

ed slaves of wheels and ledgers 

^bid., p. 91. 
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began to congratulate themselves on 

being the Conquerors of Nature. Con

querors of Nature, indeed."^ 

With the typical Huxley sarcasm and wit, the Vicar remarks: 

"And they called it Progress. Progress! I tell you, that 

was too rare an invention to have been the product of any 

merely human mind—too fiendishly ironical! There had to 

be Outside Help for that.""^^ Of course the "Outside Help" 

came, according to Huxley, from the Devil. Thus in Ape and 

Essence we witness the suicide of science--a science "which 

takes av;ay with one hand even more than what it so profusely 

gives with the other." 

Dr. Poole argues with the Arch-Vicar, but the Vicar's 

evidence is too overwhelming. Finally, Dr. Poole decides to 

take Loola and run av/ay to another city v:here a group of 

"hots" have set up a different society. Love is permitted 

in this community of fugitives. The story ends as the two 

make their way across the San Gabriel mountains toward a new 

and promising future. 

The effects of the scientific method are again manifest.-

-̂^ A££ HL I Essence, as in Brave Nov; 'Â orld̂ , an outsider is 

^Ibid., p. 93. 

•'-̂ Ibid., pp. 93-9^. 

•^•^Ibid., p . 3 8 . 
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forced to seek escape from a world shaped by man's emphasis 

upon the machine. Perhaps best describing Huxley's atti

tude tov-ard the present stress on the scientific method and 

our materialistic culture is his satirical portrayal of Los 

Angeles: 

Half a million houses. 

Five thousand miles of streets. 

Fifteen hundred thousand motor vehicles, 

More celluloid than the Soviets, 

More Nylons than New Rochelle, 

More brassieres than Buffalo, 

More deodorants than Denver, 

More oranges than anywhere. 

With bigger and better girls--

The great Metrollopis of the V/est.-̂ ^ 

From the examples cited above, it should be evident 

that Huxley viev/s mechanization and the processes of science 

with something less than profound enthusiasm. It is impor

tant to understand, however, that Mr, Huxley is not condemn

ing the entire world of science nor every machine. What he 

i^ attacking is man's over-trust in science and machines. 

Huxley fears, perhaps rightly, that we are fast becoming a 

12 
Ibid., p. ^6. 

; 
/ 
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people who worship science but do not understand its limita

tions : 

No account of the scientific picture of 

the world and its history would be com

plete unless it contained a reminder of 

the fact, frequently forgotten by scien

tists themselves, that this picture does 

not even claim to be comprehensive. From 

the world vie actually live in, the world 

that is given by our senses, our intui

tions of beauty and goodness, our emotions 

and impulses, our moods and sentiments, the 

man of science abstracts a simplified private 

universe of things possessing only those 

qualities which used to be called "primary." 

Arbitrarily, because it happens to be con

venient, because his methods do not allow 

him to deal with the immense complexity of 

reality, he selects from the whole of ex

perience only those elements which can be 

weighed, measured, numbered, or v;hich lend 

themselves in any other way to mathematical 

13 
treatment. 

•̂ Âldous Huxley, "Beliefs" in Collectej:! Essays^ (New York, 
1966), pp. 361-362. 
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Huxley fears, then,_that_.man_wiIX..come to xiepeiid-too heavî ly 

upon the scientifig method—that he wilj^jexpeet science to 

provide_answers to questions that are not within the realm 

of scientific J.nvestlgatir)n. As-the Savage says in Brave 

New~World^, the right to be unhappy, the right to experience 

freedom, danger^ and pain cannot be analysed mathematically. 

We can learn from science only part of what might be known 

about our total environment;^computers cannot teach us hov: 

to live—equations cannot teach us how to appreciate a work' 

of art.^ 

It is not difficult to equate Mr. Huxley's mistrust of 

science and the machine with the existentialist's attitude 

on the same subject* The scientific method bases its be

liefs upon the m.ost impersonal of observations and inferences. 

As Bertrand Russell points out, science attem.pts to remain 

"as much divested of local and temperamental bias as is pos

sible. "1^ In psychology, as example, one finds an almost 

pathological desire to remove all traces of personal bias 

and thus gain the respectability that science affords. Elabo

rate statistical techniques and control groups are maintained 

to keep the experimenter isolated from his data* The experi

menter is not considered as an individual; his method v/orks 

aakXiMt-^^v.-rTKt.rsiA'.-^awKVMfvr « r : 

•̂  A M s t o r y of V/estej-n Phi losophy (New York, I 9 6 6 ) , 
p . 836."^ 
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against individualism: "Scientific technique requires the 

co-operation of a large number of individuals organized un

der a single direction. Its tendency, therefore, is against 

anarchism and even individualism, since it demands a v:ell-

knit social structure,"-^5 

Existentialism, however, suggests that it is exactly 

this bias and individualism that makes each man the sum to

tal of his experience. The existentialist stresses doing. 

Man exists to the degree that he, along with his particular 

beliefs, participates in the world around him, Man, in the 

philosophy of the existentialist, must not divorce himself 

from life in order to study it; he must live to the fullest, 

for it is in this act of living that he becoiaes a man. The 

^^^^1 MJ:.E.!̂j. EiiEM. ̂ y Antoine de Saint-Exupery captures this 

spirit of living. Commenting upon an airplane mechanic who 

had just been fired, Saint̂ -Exupe'ry says: "What did the poor 

old fellow want to say? That I was robbing him of all that 

made life dear? That he loved the clang of tools upon the 

steel of airplanes, that all the ardent poetry of life would 

now be lost to him. . . . " 

The existentialist is interested in life, not for the 

purpose of study, but because he seeks to discover hirnself: 

•^^Russell, p. ̂ 9̂ 1. 

l^(New York, 19^2), p. 6̂ . 
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"The Outsider is not sure who he is. 'He has found an "I", 

but it is not his true "I".' His main business is to find 

his way back to himself."^' Such a search clearly involves 

an intense interest in individuality. The scientific meth

od and the existential attitude, then, do not agree on the 

question of individuality. Science attempts to reduce in

dividual differences and the existentialist magnifies them. 

Several more points should be mentioned as additional evi

dence, however, before stating definitely that Huxley's fear 

of mechanization and science is an existential point of view. 

The question of determinism is important to both exis

tential and scientific thought processes. Science, carried 

to its logical extrem.e, must conclude as did Spinoza that 

there can be no free will or chance in the physical world. 

Man is forced into "human bondage" in a v;orld of predicta

ble events. V/hile scientists frequently assert that they 

are not concerned v/ith the question of free v;ill, they must 

limit man's freedom by the very nature of their deterministic 

assumptions. Everything is governed by absolute necessity. 

All events occur according to discoverable lav/s. Such an 

attitude precludes the possibility of miracles and rather 

leaves God waiting at the proverbial altar. 

The vjorld of the existentialist is not boimded by the 

V 

17 Colin Wilson, The Outsider- (New York, 196?), p. 1̂ 17. 
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strict laws of cause and effect. Existentialism denies the 

existence of absolutes and rational systems. The existen

tial philosophy is faced, not with rational patterns of be

havior, but with alienation, the impotence of reason, the 

threat of nothingness, the fragility and contingency of hu

man life, and the frightening condition of the helpless hu-

man animal."^^ The existentialist finds it impossible^to 

dep'end upon any kind of a system: "Man's existence is ab

surd in the midst of a cosmos that knows him not; the only 

meaning he can give himself is through the free project that 

19 

he launches out of his own nothingness." Certainly the 

existential philosophy is not governed by the absolute neces

sity of the scientific method. One need look only briefly 

at the v/ritings of Sartre, Gide, Malraux, Beckett, and Camus 

(to name only a few), and he v/ill at once recognize the im

portance of such concepts as the absurd, the nonlogical, and 

the irrational. 

The question of essence and ultimate truth is bound into 

any system that urges a theory of complete determinism. Sci

ence cannot escape the question: "To what end are all causes 

followed by the resulting effects?" and "To what final goal 

does the determinism lead us?" The scientific philosopher 

/ 

•̂ -̂ William Barrett, Irrational Man (New York, 1962), p. 36. 

19 Ibid., p. 2^7. 
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may, of course, say that such questions are not properly 

examined by the logic of science. He cannot, outside of a 

strictly mathematical logic, refuse the burden that his de

terministic assumptions lay upon him. Science has profound 

effects upon the lives of all men. It must, therefore, deal 

with the questions that are implied by the laws of cause and 

effect. Knight states that Emile Meyerson considers science 

as "continuing Greek philosophy's attempt to discover beneath 

the bewildering varfety and movement of matter, constants or 

essences with the aid of which man might hope to distinguish 

appearance from reality."^^ In Identite e;t Realite, Meyer-

son comments: "All great [scientific] theories are directed 

to the same end. All aim . . . at designating an unchanging, 

self-identical something in which, it is believed, the ulti-

21 mate essence of reality can be shown to reside." 

Science accentuates the importance of material objects 

and ultimate goals. It searches for essences or "the truth." 

Scientists strive to discover what makes an object behave in 

the way it does. If we suggest that a particular object be

haves in no logical way--that it performs a certain function 

"just for the hell of it," science breaks down. The techniques 

of science are predicated upon the assumption that essences or 

20 
Everett V/. Knight, Literature ££nsldered a^ Philosophy 

(New York, 1962), p. 35. 
21 
Quoted in Knight, p. 35. 
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truths do, in fact, exist. 

The existentialist, particularly Sartre, would say that 

essence and existence are one and the same "since a thing at 

any moment is always precisely what it is, and it would not 

make much sense to raise the question when existence and es

sence exactly coincide. "^2 Tĵ e existentialist views the 

question very much as would the nominalist who concludes that 

universals have no essence. They are simply names and have 

no reality in themselves. No one has ever seen the concept 

"chair." We have, though, probably seen particular chairs. 

For the existentialist, then, life is not the sum total of 

the essences of material objects. "Being is not a vast ser

ies of hard-contoured essences, dependent one upon the other, 

supremely reasonable; nor the substance in v/hich qualities 

inhere, nor the equivalent of what appears, but the viscid 

23 

mass of everything that is." 

Ch the several points here investigated, existentialism 

and scientific thinking diverge so greatly as'to display al

most directly opposite points of view. It is dangerous, per

haps, to present t_h£ existential point of view, for the school 

of existentialism is represented by a large number of authors 

with various opinions. We must restrict ourselves to those 

^^Barrett, p. 102. 

^^Knight, p. 252. 
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aspects of the existential philosophy that find general ac

ceptance in the loosely-knit school of existentialism. But 

from the evidence displayed above, it seems safe to say that 

Huxley is indeed expressing an existential attitude bv warn-

ing his readers that science and mechanization must not be- >\ 

come the religion of the future. Nearly every major author 

in the existential school rejects the unrestricted use of 

the scientific method of investigation. The following quote 

from Barrett which explains the existentialist's attitude 

toward science might just as effectly be used to express 

Huxley's opinion of science: 

If, honoring the requirements of the 

severely scientific conscience, we 

restrict ourselves to the reliable 

results now afforded by these sciences, 

we shall have a picture of only a tiny 

fragment of man. And while we wish very 

much that these sciences may develop, in 

the meantime we have to live, and this 

means that we must be guided by some 
oil 

general idea of what man is all about. 

Huxley would add only that the sciences must not get out of 

^^Barrett, p. 293. 
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control—that we must not allow mankind to worship science 

and the machine. In the event that it does get out of con-

^^?1>J^he scientific method and the products of mechaniza-

•̂̂ ^̂ Ĵ -̂̂ ^ lead to misery. Man must learn to__apply science 

to th^se situations with which it can deal effectively; he 

must understand the power of scientific progress and its 

limitations. 

The second part of this investigation deals with Hux

ley's presentation of the isolated man. Before attempting 

to relate Aldous Huxley's man of isolation to the existen

tial movement, we should first present a description of the 

isolated man. What precisely is this lonely figure? He is 

what Colin V/ilson has termed The O H ^ ^ M ^ J what William Bar

rett calls The Irrational M^> ^^^ what Camus calls TJie 

^t^an^er. He is not necessarily brilliant, but he is dif

ferent. He cannot accept our world v/ithout the right to 

question it; he is lost in an attempt to gain control. The 

outsider is searching for himself; he is not certain of his 

identity. He has attacks of nausea and sometimes feels that 

the ground beneath him is breaking down—nothing is left be

neath his feet. The idea of death troubles the irrational 

man, as does the meaninglessness of life. Travelling to the 

city in the early morning, he sees the office men, reading 

their nev;spapers or gazing at the advertisements and notices 

along with Eliot that "v/e are the hollovj men, we are the 
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stuffed men, leaning together." But the isolated man does 

not lean with them. He pulls, instead, against them and 

against himself. He often feels along with Blake and Dunne 

that the visionary faculty is a normal part of life if we 

allow this faculty to develop,^5 The irrational man denies 

logical order and recognizes the importance of such concepts 

as the absurd and the non-logical. His world is not limited 

to the search for cause and effect. He aims at a higher form 

of life and believes that experience Is^ life, "The outsider 

tends to express himself in Existentialist terms. He is not 

very concerned with the distinction between body and spirit, 

or man and nature; these ideas produce theological thinking 

and philosophy; he rejects both. For him, the only impor-

9 ft 

tant distinction is between being and nothingness." He 

exists with a feeling of indifference, a sense of unreality. 

"The Atmosphere of the Existentialist 

Outsider is unpleasant to breathe. There 

is something nauseating, anti-life, about 

it: these men without motive who stay in 

their rooms because there seems to be no 

reason for doing anything else . . . For 

the sick soul, the man outside, this 'new 

25wilson, The Outsi_dê r (New York, 1967), op. 223-2^6. 

^^Ibid., p. 27. 
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world' produces a feeling of horror; 

it is a symbol of a mechanical civili

zation that runs in grooves like a 

gramophone record, precluding freedom," ''̂  

The above remark, explaining the character of the isolated 

man, could have been made by Huxley. The emphasis placed 

upon our mechanical civilization and the "new world" is 

found repeatedly in Brave New VJorld and Ape arvd Essence^. 

The outsider must be av;are of the effect that science has 

had upon the development of society: 

Thus with the modern period, man--

to recapitulate--has entered upon a secu

lar phase of his history. He entered it 

with exuberance over the prospect of in

creased pov:er he vjould have over the v;orld 

around him. But in this world, in which 

his dreams of pov;er were often more than 

fulfilled, he found himself for the first 

time homeless. Science stripped nature 

of its human forms and presented man with 

a universe that v:as neutral, alien, in its 

vastness and force, to his human purpose. 

27 Ibid., p. 47. 

^^Barrett, p. 35 
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Here v;e find an important link between existentialism, Hux

ley's fear of science and mechanization, and the isolated 

man. Science, according to Barrett, is at least partly to 

blame for the feeling of alienation that the outsider experi

ences. Huxley would agree and add that science tends to 

thwart individuality and personal expression. 

The isolated man does indeed feel that his individuality 

is being threatened. His principle concern is to find a way 

back to himself. He constantly struggles to gain control and 

to realize his individuality. Perhaps no one man fulfills all 

of the requirements mentioned here. Outsiders are not easily 

classified. The most important of these qualities, the sense 

of isolation, the attempt to gain control, the denial of com

plete logical order, and the sense of unreality, are part of* 

almost every outsider's personality. VJith these elements of 

isolation in mind, let us set out on a brief search for out

siders in Brave_ N_ew V/orld and Ape_ and Essence. 

There are several important isolated men in Brave New 

World. Prom what we have seen of John the Savage, it should 

be clear that he is an outsider. He does not fit into Huxley's 

"Utopia." The brave new world bewilders him; he has lost his 

footing. The Savage discovers that his concepts of love, 

beauty, and individuality are not valid outside of the reser

vation. Inside the reservation he is also an outsider: 

All alone, outside the pueblo, on 
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the bare plain of the mesa. The rock 

V7as like bleached bones in the moon

light. Dovm in the valley, the coyotes 

were howling at the moon. The bruises 

hurt him, the cuts were still bleeding; 

but it was not for the pain that he sob

bed; it was because he was alone, because 

he had been driven out, alone, into this 

skeleton world of rocks and moonlight. 

At the edge of the precipice he sat down. 

The moon vras behind him; he looked down 

into the black shadow of the mesa, into 

the black shadow of death. He had only 

to take one step, one little jump, 29 
. . . 

John is quite familar with the alienation that the isolated 

man experiences. Both in the brave new world and on the 

reservation, he is alone. The question of death bothers him; 

one little step exists between a frightening and completely 

incomprehensjble life as an outsider and the eternal quiet 

of nonexistence. 

John cannot accept any philosophy based solely upon 

hedonism. Life in this strange society seems meaningless; 

it is an endless search for pleasure. Civilized infantility 

^Huxley, Br;ave Nej-; ];/or]_d, p. 92 
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is "not expensive enough."^^ The Savage believes deepl/ 

in the principle of self-denial. He believes that in order 

for a thing to have real value, we must expend a substantial 

amount of time and labor in obtaining it. In the society of 

632 A. P., John discovers, one does not have the right to be 

unhappy and to feel things deeply. ̂ ^̂ John, like the existen-
j 

tialist, wants to feel intensely, to live life to the fullest; 

he wants to experience pain and danger. Such experiences are• 

impossible in this brave new society. As Mustapha Mond points 

out: 

"And v/hat you ought to do is on the 

whole so pleasant, so many of the 

natural impulses are allowed free play, 

that there really aren't any tem.ptations 

to resist. And if ever, by some unlucky 

chance, anything unpleasant should some

how happen, why, there's always soma to 

give you a holiday from the facts. And 

there's always soma to calm your anger, 

to reconcile you to your enemies, to 

make you patient and long-suffering. 

In the past you could only accomplish 

these things by making a great effort 

30ibid., p. 106. 
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and after years of hard moral train

ing. Now, you swallov; two or three 

half"gramme tablets, and there you are. 

Anybody can be virtuous now. You can 

carry at least half your mortality about 

in a bottle. Christianity without tears— 

that's what soma is."31 

The Savage does not agree 'with the Controller: "But the 

tears are necessary. Don't you remember what Othello said? 

'If after every tempest came such calms, may the winds blow 

till they have wakened death.'"32 John reinforces his point 

by adding that ridding the v/orld of all unpleasantness is 

not the correct solution: 

"Yes, that's just like you. Getting ̂ ^ 
\ 

rid of everything unpleasant instead 

of learning to put up with it. V/hether 

'tis better in the mind to suffer the 

slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, 

or to take arms against a sea of troubles 

and by opposing end them . . . But you 

don't do either. Neither suffer nor 

•̂̂ Ibid., pp. I6l"l62. 

^^Ibid., p. 162. 
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oppose. You just abolish the slings 

and arrows. It's too easy."^^ 

Man, in this society, does not have the right to prove him

self capable of overcoming unfavorable odds. Life seems 

completely meaningless to John. One simply smiles until 

he dies. To the Savage "it all seems quite horrible,"^^ ; 

John believes, and most of the existentialists vjould agree, 

that dangerous acts are sometimes exciting and valuable. 

At least part of the Savage's isolated spirit may be 

traced to his unusual educational background. There are 

two other outsiders, hov/ever, who do not share this prob-

lem of limited education, Bernard, the Alpha-plus who first 

discovered John, is also an outsider. His odd behavior and 

a typical desire for solitude is traced by his peers to an 

incorrect injection of alcohol in his blood-surrogate. Some 

of his curious mannerisms are directly related to his size; 

Bernard is hardly taller than a normal Delta. He behaves 

queerly in part because he has the nature of the existential

ist outsider. His physical and metaphysical particularities ̂ ^ 

tend to isolate Bernard from the happy masses: "The mockery 

made him feel an outsider; and feeling an outsider he, behav

ed like one, which increased the prejudice against him and 

^Ibidl. , p. 162. 

3̂1 
•^Ibid. , p. 150. 
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intensified the contempt and hostility aroused by his physi

cal defects. V/hich in turn increased his sense of being 

alien and alone,"35 v/hatever the cause, this sense of al

ienation is a classic symptom of the outsider. Bernard does 

not enjoy the usual things. He likes to be alone and for-' 

get the feelies for awhile. He does not even like Obstacle 

Golf. And soma is not the answer for Bernard; he is search

ing for something more than eurphoric smiles. Bernard, like 

all outsiders, is searching for inner peace, for meaning, 

and for a firm foundation upon which he can stand. 

Bernard, much to Lenina's surprise and dismay, enjoys 

looking at the sea in peace: "'It makes me feel as though 

• . .'he hesitated, 'as though I were more me, if you see 

what I mean. More on my own, not so completely a part of 

something else. Not just a cell in the social body.'"^^ 

Bernard claims the right to decide for himself what he^ 

will and v/ill not enjoy. He, like the Savage, experiments 

with self-denial. He explains to Lenina that he has been 

testing the effect of arresting his impulses.3' Lenina, a 

typical member of Huxley's society, -is dismayed by the very 

shocking things that Bernard does. Bernard, too, realizes 

^^Ibid., p. i}3. 

^^Ibid^., p. 60. 

"̂̂ Ibid., p. 62. 
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that his odd behavior isolates him. He confides to John: 

"I'm rather different from most people." John responds with: 

"If one's different, one's bound to be lonely. They're beast 

ly to one."^^ 

Bernard, in spite of his individuality, is not a par

ticularly strong man. He finds a kindred spirit in John and 

in Helm.holtz V/atson, but he betrays these friends at the hos

pital soma battle: "Bernard stood for a second or two v;amb-

ling unsteadily on legs that seemed to have lost their bones, 

their tendons, their muscles, to have become mere sticks of 

jelly, and at last not even jelly--water: he tumbled in a / 

heap on the floor."3° Again in the Controller's office, af

ter learning that he is being sent to Iceland, Bernard proves 

to be a weak and unlikeable chap: 

"You can't send me, I haven't done any

thing. It was the others. I swear it 

was the others." He pointed accusingly 

to Helmholtz and the Savage. "Oh, please 

don't send me to Iceland. I promise I'll 

do v;hat I ought to do. Give me another 

chance." The tears began to flow. "I 

\ 

/ 

38ibid., p. 92. 

39ibid., p. 1M6. 
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tell you, it's their fault," he 

sobbed.^° 

^ 
/ Bernard, then, is sometimes a weak and cowardly outsider. 

His friend Helmholtz, though, is a strong and impressive man 

of isolation. Helmholtz varies from the norm because he has 

a reserve of intellectual prowess. He feels, as does John, 

that the feelies and the limited literature of the day do 

not offer enough intellectual stimulation. Things do not 

cost enough; they are too easily obtained. Helmholtz writes 

and recites rhymes on Solitude. •'• He likes to have time to 

sit and think and be alone. His desire to expend his sur

plus energy in intellectual endeavors and his poems on Soli

tude finally get Hel^nholtz into trouble V7ith the authorities. 

He, like Bernard and the Savage, is punished for his desire 

to find meaning in life by being sent to a remote and iso

lated place. It is fitting that these isolated men in Brave 

New V/orld find that social isolation is the punishment foj 

being an outsider. 

Two people in Ap£ atid Eŝ sence find that they have emo

tions which exclude them from the social community. Dr. Poole 

is quite obviously.an outsider. He, like the Savage, has been 

thrust from one society, a society of love, monogamy, and 

^^Ibid., p. 15^. 

^-^Ibid., p. 123. 
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motherhood, into a vastly different v;orld. He has many of 

the same problem.s that the Savage encounters in Brave Nev/ 

V/orld. Both men find it im.possible to accept the customs 

and mores of society. Since John and Dr. Poole feel alien

ated from their fellov7s, they seek escape. John escapes by 

committing suicide, and Dr. Poole escapes to the "hot" vil

lage. 

Dr. Poole, again like the Savage, was something of an 

outsider in his homeland. Protected by a domineering mother, 

.Poole never learned quite how to react to people. The Nar

rator describes Dr. Poole thusly: 

For though not unhandsome, as you 

see, thGup;h a Fellow of the Royal 

Society of New Zealand and by no 

means a fool, in circumstances of 

practical life his intelligence 

seems to be only potential, his 

attractiveness no more than latent. 

It is as though he lived behind plate 

glass, could see and be seen, but 

42 
never establish contact. 

In America, hovjever. Dr. Poole is able to establish contact 

with one person; she is a young and attractive girl named 

42 Aldous Huxley, Apê  anci Eŝ s£n̂ ĉ e, p. 4l. 
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Loola and she, too, is an outsider. 

Loola quickly shov/s us that she is a woman of excep

tional sensitivity: "I don't really like these public burials. 

I don't know why I should be different from other people, 

but they don't make me laugh. I can't see anything funny 

about them."^3 Later, in discussing the evil and frighten

ing things that happen in the perverted society of America 

after V/orld War Three, Loola again shows that she has the 

emotions of an outsider: 

"You don't V7ant to think about those 

things; but you're one of the unlucky 

ones—-you can't help thinking about 

them. And you almost go crazy. Think

ing and thinking about someone, and want

ing and wanting. And you know you mustn't. 

And you're scared to death of what they 

might do if they found out. But you'd 

give everything in the world just for 

five minutes, to be free for five minutes. 

But no, no, no. And you clench your fists 

and hold yourself in—and it's like tearing 

yourself to pieces."^ 

^^Ibid., p. 59 

44 Ibid., p. 62. 
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These emotions isolate Loola, but she, unlike Bernard, has 

managed to suppress and disguise her abnormal desires and 

feelings. She finds a degree of happiness with Dr. ^oole; 

he is "not a bit like the men here."^ The two outsiders 

^^ h22. Hll Essence are treated much more kindly by the hand 

of Fate than are the outsiders in Brave New World. Loola 

and Dr. Poole have a place to go. In the "hot" community 

they need not disguise and suppress their desires and emo

tions, Huxley ends Ape and Essence with the promise of a 

brighter tomorrow. This note of optimism is absent from 

Brave New World, The Savage can find no satisfactory alter

native to the unacceptable society of 632 A, F, He must ex

press himself, even if it means giving his life to do so. 

V/hen Dr. Poole and Loola feel that they must express their 

views, though, they do not need to seek a lighthouse and a 

piece of rope to do so. The "hot" community of Ap£ and Es

sence alters the predicament of Huxley's isolated men. In 

this community Dr. Poole and Loola will be accepted. 

Despite acceptance by a limited number of free thinkers, 

the outsider will alv/ays be rejected by the social body. If 

he is accepted by society, he will cease to be an outsider. 

The "hot" society is not an escape from social rejection. 

Rather, it is Huxley's attempt to demonstrate that sanity in 

our v7orld is still possible. In the 1953 Foreword to Pra_v£ 

\) 

45 IMd. , p, S6, 
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New V/orld, Huxley said: 

The Savage is offered only two alter-

natives, an insane life in Utopia, or ^ 

the life of a primative in an Indian 

village, a life more human in some re

spects, but in others hardly less queer 

and abnormal. At the time the book was 

written this idea, that human beings 

are given free will in order to choose 

between insanity on the one hand and 

lunacy on the other, was one that I 

found amusing and regarded as quite 

possibly true . . . Today I feel no 

V7ish to demonstrate that sanity is 

46 
impossible. 

'^'^ ^££ §IlS Es_S£n^ce it appears that Huxley is demonstrating 

that sanity is indeed possible. Dr. Poole and Loola are 

offered the third alternative that is vjithheld from the Sav

age. This alternative does not remove the brand of "out

sider" from Dr. Poole and Loola. Prom the point of view of 

the entire populous, they remain unacceptable. They are iso^ 

lated because they believe that the values of "the people" 

4 f̂  
Aldous Huxley, grave N̂ ew V/or]^, pp. vii-viil 
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are incorrect values. By standing for truth, the outsider 

labels himself as a social misfit. He cannot avoid this 

label unless he changes his views, or unless the views of 

society change. Escape to the "hot" community, then, means 

that Loola and Dr. Poole will lead a less tense life, but it 

does not mean that they will cease to be outsiders. 

We have seen that several of the characters in Brave 

Nev; World and Ape and Essence have a great deal in common 

with the existentialist outsider. The meaninglessness of 

life, the sense of alienation, the tendency to rebel against 

the system, the loss of understanding, and the attempt to 

gain control are typical problems of the existentialist out

sider and of Aldous Huxley's outsiders. Huxley also agrees 

with the existentialist's mistrust of the scientific method. 

In simplified form, the logic of science suggests that if 

event A is frequently noticed to be followed by event B, and 

if no instance of A not being followed by B is known, then it 

is logical to conclude that A causes B. The existential 

philosophy v/ould counter, as would Hume, that no logical con

nection can be shown to exist between cause and effect. Noth

ing in event A presupposes a logical connection between A and 

B. Experience and not logic tells us that each A will be fol

lowed by a B. The existentialist v;ould go on to su<̂ r̂ est that 

the world is not logical at all. He would make a case for the 

absurdity and irrationality in life. Huxley would agree both 
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in the condemnation of the scientific method and in the 

picture of an absurd world. 

One may be tempted, after noticing the similarities 

in Huxley's philosophy and the existential philosophy, to 

classify him as an existentialist. This classification would 

be in error, Huxley is indeed expressing existential viev/-

points with respect to science and the machine. He is not 

alone in warning that "all vulnerable things must perish un

der the rolling and running of iron . . . the Mammon of mech 

anized greed." ' Huxley is again expressing the vievjpoint 

of the existentialist by his treatment of the outside-. In 

order to understand why he is not an existentialist, we must 

examine his motives in voicing these existential points of 

viev̂ . In Brave Nev7 WorTd and in Ap^ and̂  ̂ J=££2££5 Huxley^ 

uses^the power of satire to vjarn his readers that man is 

headed toward disaster. Mustapha Mond and the Arch-Vicar 

are voices__from the future; they are the. frightening leadeĵ s 

of a ruined world. Huxley mistrusts science, not because 

logical systems are impossible, but because man uses science 

incorrectly. „ The existentialist v;ould say that life is il

logical; Aldous Huxley v;ould say that nmri has made life- il

logical; he is a social critic, Huxley is concerned with the 

nature of man's social structures rather than v;ith the nature 

2 ^ 

^ 

47 
'D. H,, Lawrences I'̂ dy Chattcrley's Loveĵ  (Nev; York, 

1962), p. ill. 
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of man. He is, to the degree here mentioned, an existen

tialist, but he is also a social critic, a political critic, 

and a spokesman in the fields of psychology, religion, his

tory, and economics. It is v/orthwhile here to reproduce a 

quote from Colin Wilson: 

Existentialism is an assertion of man 

as spirit. Its ansv;ers are expressed 

in terms of authentic and unauthentic 

existence, of honesty and self-deception. 

An examination of Huxley's work from this 

point of view has a somewhat gloomy moral. 

It leaves no doubt of his intellectual 

honesty and courage. But it also leaves 

no doubt that intellectual honesty is not 

enough. The finger of existential criti

cism points nearer home, at the whole com

plex that makes up the man. Its criterion 

is not the idea behind the work, but the 

texture of its creation. It speaks well 

of Huxley that his work ĉ an be examined 

from this existential viewpoint. The work 

of most other contemporary writers offers 

48 no possible area of contact. 

^^"Existential Criticism and the Worl: of Aldous Huxley," 
London Magazine, V (Sept., 1958), pp. 58-59. 
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There are certainly existential factors in Huxley's works, 

but these factors are directed primarily toward social criti

cism. Huxley is concerned with society; the existentialist 

is more concerned with himself. The scientific method is 

ujiaĉ ceptable to Aldous Huxley, not because it imposes an 

artificial logic, but because_it is misunderstood by societ 

Huxley, in the Foreward of Brave Nev/ World, says: "The themff̂  

of Brave New V/orld is not the advancement of science as such; 

it̂ î s the advancement of science as it affects human individ-

49 uals." ^ He states that science must not be viewed as the 

godhead in an over-mechanized society a fev; pages later: 

Indeed, unless we choose to decentralize 

and to use applied science, not as the 

end to which human beings are to be made 

the means, but as the means to producing 

a race of free individuals, we have only 

two alternatives to choose from; either 

a number of national, militarized totali

tarianisms . . . or else one supra-national 

totalitarianism, called into existency by 

the social chaos resulting from rapid tech

nological progress in general and the atomic 

revolution in particular, and developing, 

under the need for efficiency and stability. 

4Q ^Aldous Huxley, grave N[e_w V/or_ld, p. ix. 
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into the welfare-tyranny of Utopia.^ 

You pays your money and you takes 

your choice.^ 

H.uxley's opinion of science and mechanization is existential 

in nature, but this opinion is based upon an ultimate goal; 

he^would like to^see more_sanity in our application of sci-

_encje. He does not want a printed circuit to replace the 

human spirit. 

Aldous Huxley's picture of the outsider is also existen

tial in nature. This picture, too, is linked with the fear 

of careless mechanization. John, Bernard, Helmholtz, Dr. 

Poole, and Loola are outsiders who face a perverted society 

in a world made meaningless by mechanization. The individ

uality and sensitivity of man has been lost. Only dubious 

amusements such as soma. Electro-magnetic Golf and the burial 

squad remain. 

The existential elements in Brave New V/orld and Ape and 

Essence, therefore, do not constitute the essence of Aldous 
Wii i i i i Ml I I I • • Ill • mi ™ ' 

Huxley. He is concerned with the future of society and he^N^' 

is troubled by what the Impact of science may do to that fu- / 

ture. 

^Aldous Huxley,' Brave New V/o£ld_, p. xiv. 
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